Take Charge of Your Future

Wayne Power UX™ 180 Electric Vehicle Charging System
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EV Charging Like Never Before

The energy mix in the fuel retail and convenience industry is changing. As the world tries to balance the ever-growing global need for more energy alongside decarbonization in the transportation sector for improved sustainability, is your business ready to take on the new challenges this brings?

To make sure no fuel site is left behind on the road to a more eco-friendly future, Dover Fueling Solutions (DFS) is here to help. Introducing the Wayne Power UX™ 180 Electric Vehicle Charging System – a high-powered, 180kW DC fast charging system designed for electric vehicles (EV). This EV charger is perfect for use at fuel retail locations and commercial and retail parking areas, as well as workplace environments. It’s a charging system that can help retailers broaden their offering, so existing customers can power up at the same great locations they loved to visit when refueling their fuel powered vehicle, while giving site owners an opportunity to win over new customers.

The Wayne Power UX EV charger is expertly designed to deliver steadfast power and performance, so you can provide superior charge availability to your customers. This EV charging system can launch your forecourt into a new world of possibility. What are you waiting for? Transition to a new way of powering vehicles, today.
Charged up and Ready to Go

Robust Output for High-Powered Charging

Our high-powered EV charging system uses dual power distribution to deliver up to 180kW of energy to one EV post or share it simultaneously to two posts in power stacks of 90kW. The Wayne Power UX EV charger provides your customers with reliable DC fast charging that can deliver up to 100km of driving from less than 10 minutes of charging – allowing them to utilize our maximum power output to meet their vehicle battery requirements.

Industry Compliant and IoT Ready

The Wayne Power UX 180 Electric Vehicle Charging System is compliant with all industry standards and interoperable with all major CPVS platforms using OCPP for remote management and monitoring. This system is also prepared for IoT connectivity to the DFS DX™ connected solutions platform and the full DFS eco-system of advanced solutions for loyalty and payment.

Superior Customer Experience and Low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)

Engineered to deliver reliable power output performance and superior charger availability, the sleek design and intuitive user interface of the Wayne Power UX EV charger provides a premium experience for customers. Uptime matters, which is why this charger’s durable design – using field-proven quality components – delivers unparalleled charging availability to ensure happy customers and minimal maintenance for low TCO.